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Introduction

Since 2004 the High Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC)
is orbiting Mars on board the spacecraft Mars Express
and delivers image and height data important for –
amongst others – geomorphological interpretations of the
fluvial, glacial and volcanic history of Mars. The im-
age observations enable the derivation of color images
and digital terrain models (DTMs) which already cover
56% of the Martian surface with a lateral resolution of
better than 20 m per pixel. The HRSC project has been
extended until 2012 for the achievement of global im-
age and DTM coverage of the planet Mars. The essen-
tial objectives of the mission extension are color image
and height data coverages spanning the whole planet in
high resolution. Because of the highly elliptical, non-
sun-synchronous orbit of Mars Express (due to other in-
strument’s observation requirements), single HRSC im-
ages often have different illumination conditions leading
to non-coherent shading effects which prevent a seamless
mosaicking of adjacent HRSC image strips. We want
to present our approach for the systematic correction of
these shading effects using simple and approved photo-
metric models applied on the real surface orientation de-
rived by the associated HRSC-DTM.

Workflow

The general approach of our proposition is shown in fig-
ure 1. The most important step towards an image cor-
rection for shading effects by use of photometric mod-
els is the derivation of the illumination conditions relat-
ing to the single pixel’s surface orientation. We are de-
veloping software for the calculation of these angles by
combining several existing data sources using the SPICE
[1] library and the VICAR Run-Time Library [2]. These
data sources consist of the HRSC level 2 image, its as-
sociated DTM derived by DLR’s matching algorithms,
the geometric camera calibration for HRSC (GEOCAL),
the external orientation of the camera (EXTORI) and the
NAIF SPICE kernel information (blue color boxes in fig-
ure 1). The data sources are combined to calculate exact
incidence and emission angle values for every pixel in
the image (shown in orange color in figure 1). These il-
lumination angles are used as parameters for approved
photometric functions for the calculation of photometri-

cally corrected gray values, which are transformed to an
orthogonal image (level 4) by use of the DTM and the
geometric calibration files.

Derivation of pixel-scale illumination conditions

Illumination parameters necessary for the photometric
models include the incidence angle of the Sun, the emis-
sion anlge defined by the position of HRSC as the ob-
server and the phase angle between those two directions.
As every HRSC image line is recorded at a specific time
preserved in the binary header of the level 2 image, the
Sun position for every line can be calculated using the ap-
plication program interfaces (APIs) of the SPICE toolkit.
The knowledge of the exact Sun position is essential, as
HRSC images often span over the whole globe and an
observation can last several minutes. While the Sun’s
and other Solar System bodies’ postitions are located in
SPICE’s Planetary Constants Kernel, the position and
orientation of the Mars Express spacecraft is contained
in the according EXTORI file, which is needed to extract
the observing direction for every pixel. To include the
actual surface shading effect in our calculations, the inci-
dence and the emission illumination directions have to be
rotated with respect to the corresponding surface normal
(the phase angle does not change). The surface normal
vectors are derived from the HRSC-DTM and are used as
rotation matrices on the illumination vectors. The result-
ing vectors represent the exact illumination conditions
with respect to the surface orientation for every pixel in
the image.

Application of commonly used photometric functions

In our pragmatic approach we restrict the use of pho-
tometric models to simple functions with a reduced set
of parameters either deduced from the images or es-
timated on a global basis. In a previous work [3], a
GIS-based testing environment using Lambert, Lommel-
Seeliger and Minnaert functions showed promising re-
sults. For the systematic correction, the illumination an-
gles rotated by surface orientations are re-transformed
to the level 2 image geometry and then applied to every
gray value of the image by use of the photometric func-
tion. Selectively the shading-corrected intensities for ev-
ery pixel as well as the reflectance or radiance values can
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Figure 1: Flow chart of the systematic processing chain of HRSC imagery for the correction of shading effects using
photometric models on pixel-scale surface orientation

be calculated. The result of this step is a level 2 HRSC
image without influences of the relief.

Geometric orthorectification

In a last step, the software transforms the level 2 image
to a level 4 ortho-image by additional use of the asso-
ciated DTM and the GEOCAL files provided by DLR.
The result is a fully photometrically and geometrically
corrected HRSC ortho-image which is well suited for
subsequent mosaicking.
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